Promoting Europe, cultural exchange and mobility
“Europa macht Schule – Europe meets School”
Brussels, 22nd – 23rd May 2017

As an Erasmus/exchange student, you live the European idea!
Do you want to strengthen the integrity of Europe? You’re looking for ideas to keep the European Union together?

Join our network meeting to meet European students, volunteers and institutional multipliers and learn more about the programme “Europe meets School”. With only 3 people you can reach a whole class of up to 30 pupils and fill them with enthusiasm for the European idea!
You’ll get the chance to discuss the role of education for the European integrity as well as your own possibilities to promote the European idea among its citizens.

About “Europa macht Schule”: The programme “Europe meets School” (EmS) gives European (Erasmus) exchange students the opportunity to present their home country through a cultural project in a school. EmS thereby brings the idea of inter-European exchange to life, increases the knowledge of European cultures among pupils in their host country and provides them with hands-on experience to the topic “Europe”. Thus EmS contributes to generating tolerance, awareness and understanding for other cultures. Furthermore, it contributes to the success of Erasmus mobility: It makes the exchange students feel welcome in their host country by integrating them in an appreciative way.

Are you interested in participating? Both Erasmus/exchange students and European domestic students are welcome!

Please register [here](#) until 12th May 2017.

Student participants may receive travel & accommodation assistance to cover their expenses. Please send a request for financial assistance to buero.bruessel@daad.de. Further information can be found on the [conference webpage](#).